
Abstract:

The Inadvertent Download Defence (IDD) is sometimes invoked when a suspect is found to have a 
small proportion of illegal images stored on their computer amongst many other legal images. The 
defence claims that the illegal images were mistakenly or accidentally downloaded by the suspect. 

A table of exact 95% confidence limits on the probabilities for randomly downloading relatively small 
numbers of illegal images amongst a relatively large number of other images has been computed. 

It is anticipated that these data will assist prosecution officials in arriving at a decision as to whether 
or not there is a reasonable likelihood of a successful criminal prosecution when the inadvertent 
download defence is employed in cases of possession of child pornography. The same data can also 
be used by defence counsels to assess the strength of the prosecution’s case. 

This approach has also been applied to two documented cases from the HK SAR judicial system.
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